
Paying membership dues and fees 

Charges can be reviewed in ScoutBook Payments Logs, and may now be paid through Venmo 

 

TO SEE CHARGES FOR YOUTH: 

Log into https://ScoutBook.Scouting.org and navigate to your Scout’s profile. 

Scroll down to see the Payments Log with a balance indicator. 

 

https://scoutbook.scouting.org/


 

The Balance at the top right is the total due for charges which have not yet been paid. A negative Balance means you 

owe. Please pay this amount as directed in order to reach $0. (a positive Balance would mean you have a credit) 

You may ignore previous year charges if they already reflect in the payment history below. 

Comments in the Log screen are optional, they are only seen by you and Pack Admins. If you have questions or 

objections about charges, please call someone, as the comments do not trigger any notification. 

 

TO SEE CHARGES FOR ADULTS (YOURSELF): 

Log into https://ScoutBook.Scouting.org and navigate to your own profile. 

Scroll down to see the Payments Log, there is no balance indicator here like it does for youth, but click into it anyways. 

https://scoutbook.scouting.org/


 



The Balance at the top right is the total due for charges which have not yet been paid. A negative Balance means you 

owe. Please pay this amount as directed in order to reach $0. (a positive Balance would mean you have a credit) 

You may ignore previous year charges if they already reflect in the payment history below. 

Comments in the Log screen are optional, they are only seen by you and Pack Admins. If you have questions or 

objections about charges, please call someone, as the comments do not trigger any notification. 

 

 

TO PAY WITH VENMO ON A LAPTOP OR DESKTOP PC: 

Log into your Venmo account from your favorite browser. Click the ‘Pay’ button. 

Then search by the Pack's social handle @pack787oside or email 787pack@gmail.com 

 



 



 

Enter the balance that was seen in the ScoutBook payments log, entered here as a positive value. 

You must enter a Note. For Youth it must include the Scout's full name, and the words "Pack Dues". 

For Adults it must include the adult's full name, and the words "Adult Fees". 

The visibility selection can be set to either Private or Friends. 

 

TO PAY WITH THE VENMO APP FROM A PHONE OR TABLET: 

Open the Venmo app and login. Click the ‘Pay’ button. 

Then search by the Pack's social handle @pack787oside or email 787pack@gmail.com 

Alternatively you may scan our QR code. 



 

 

Enter the balance that was seen in the ScoutBook payments log, entered here as a positive value. 

You must enter a Note. For Youth it must include the Scout's full name, and the words "Pack Dues". 

For Adults it must include the adult's full name, and the words "Adult Fees". 

The visibility selection can be set to either Private or Friends. 

On the confirmation screen, the slider for purchase protection needs to be left in the off position (otherwise the Pack 

pays fees and our account may be flagged for business transactions). 



 

 

 

CONFIRMATION: 

You can see your payments made in your Venmo feed. 

After the team reconciles and follows up at the end of each week, payments made through Venmo will then be reflected 

in the history section in ScoutBook Payments Logs. The Balance should return to $0.00. Thank you for your time and 

efforts. 



 

 


